Retail Bank Gap Analysis and Road-Mapping Framework

Business Challenge

At a top-10 bank with an international presence, the database and marketing functions were being executed by several departments, many of which were located outside of the U.S. This brought about a variety of challenges in terms of understanding the US market, regulatory environment, and consumer lending practices. The bank hired Merkle to take a fresh look at its direct marketing initiatives with specific focus on current programs, processes, and results in the home equity and mortgage space.

Key “pain points” shared by the client included:

- Programs overlapped, they lacked a clear understanding of customer needs, and often targeted the same households simultaneously with conflicting products and messaging.
- Campaign management had grown in its complexity – execution was labor intensive and inefficient.
- Opportunities were being left on the table while aggressive consumer lending goals were not being met.

Partnership

Merkle was engaged to conduct a database marketing assessment and provide a roadmap to improve end-to-end campaign management, execution, and results. Merkle executed the roadmap, leveraging our consumer lending vertical strategists, as well as database functional experts. Key areas reviewed included database management, list acquisition, model creation (incremental response and booking), creative, branding, project management, digital (SEO/SEM), print production, tracking and analysis.

Approach

Merkle conducted a comprehensive program assessment and gap analysis over an 8-week period with the following objectives:

- Assess current programs from a database management, targeting, creative, reporting and results perspective
- Define areas where the bank was best-in-class
- Identify areas for improvement based on industry best practices
- Determine opportunities based on key consumer lending profit drivers, to improve campaign effectiveness and efficiency, while optimizing program results
- Create an actionable roadmap to move these programs to the next level
Merkle, a customer relationship marketing (CRM) firm, is the nation’s largest privately-held agency. For more than 20 years, Fortune 1000 companies and leading nonprofit organizations have partnered with Merkle to maximize the value of their customer portfolios. By combining a complete range of marketing, technical, analytical and creative disciplines, Merkle works with clients to design, execute and evaluate connected CRM programs. With more than 1,600 employees, Merkle is headquartered near Baltimore in Columbia, Maryland with additional offices in Boston; Chicago; Denver; Little Rock; Minneapolis; New York; Philadelphia; Pittsburgh; San Francisco; Hagerstown, MD and Shanghai. For more information, contact Merkle at 1-877-9-Merkle or visit www.merkleinc.com.
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**Outcome**

A comprehensive roadmap was developed for the coming year’s consumer loan program. This included changes in the following key areas:

- Reduced the number of employees involved in each stage of the process while enhancing strategic focus.
- Built an “equity engine” (process) that allowed program execution to become easily scalable and repeatable by reducing redundancy and handoffs, and cutting the execution time frame in half – from 14 weeks to just 7 weeks.
- Reporting was enhanced with bi-weekly outputs, which allowed the bank to easily monitor performance, improve application processing efficiency, and get early reads on testing to quickly harvest and redeploy learning.
- A new roadmap was developed that increased the funding for the program by 65%, while doubling program annual account performance. This process greatly improved production efficiencies, while better aligning offers with customer needs, increasing penetration, managing frequency and cadence.

**Looking Ahead**

When developing the final roadmap, the goal was to move the bank to level 3 in the customer-centricity lifecycle continuum (see graphic) – focusing heavily on deploying strategies at a product-focused level. A move to level 4 will require additional infrastructure and organizational realignment to become a truly customer-centric organization.